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Unit 1: Fake news is of all times 
 
In this first unit, we first get acquainted with three examples of fake news from the past. We 
learn that fake news is of all times and through the examples we try to gain insight into the 
mechanisms behind fake news. How did fake news work in the past and what were its effects? 
 
Below are three examples of fake news from the past. 
 
The Lisbon earthquake 
On Saturday November 1, 1755, the day that Catholics worldwide celebrate the feast of All 
Saints, the Portuguese capital Lisbon was hit by an earthquake and a subsequent tsunami, after 
which large parts of the city caught fire. Around 40,000 people lost their lives. Many of them 
had gathered in the city's many churches to celebrate the religious festival. 
 

 
 

Illustration 1: The Lisbon earthquake in 1755 
 
News of the earthquake quickly spread throughout the world at the time, evoking feelings of 
horror and terror. Theologians and religious authorities declared the disaster as a punishment 
from God for the sins of mankind. But why then were so many churches destroyed in the 
disaster and brothels reportedly spared? The earthquake would later feature in the French 
philosopher and atheist Voltaire's novella Candide or the Optimism, who mocked the 
philosopher Leibniz's view that the present world was the best that God could have created. If 
so, how could God allow so much misery into the world, of which the Lisbon earthquake was a 
terrifying example? 
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Scientists in the eighteenth century rejected these kinds of religious arguments as the cause of 
the earthquake. They believed that all kinds of tectonic processes in the area around Lisbon 
were the cause of the earthquake. In the eighteenth century, natural science went through 
great developments and natural scientists were often confronted with the theological 
arguments that religious leaders often used to explain all kinds of disasters in the world. It was 
a battle of science against faith. 
 
Connecting disasters that befall the world, be it the Covid epidemic, an earthquake, floods or 
volcanic eruptions, they are always a grateful source for religious authorities of all origins, 
especially Christian and Muslim, to warn humanity of the punishment from God for the sins, 
whatever, that men commit on earth. 
 
Declaring disasters as an angry response from God is, of course, something that religious 
leaders are free to do. After all, there is freedom of expression. But the bad thing about this 
kinds of statements is that they have an effect on people, and on people of faith in particular. 
They hold them true and in response they can turn against the unbelievers and their sins, who 
would be the cause of all those disasters. In this way, social tensions can arise and even age-
old conflicts flare up, especially when feelings of hatred and anger are directed against 
minorities in countries, such as Jews in Europe in the Middle Ages or Muslims in the Western 
world today. 
 
 
The Murder in Damascus 
On April 14, 1840, the Dutch newspaper Algemeen Handelsblad reported on the murder of a 
Capuchin monk by ‘Jews’ in the Syrian city of Damascus. There was no evidence of this 
accusation, the newspaper said, but just to be sure, the local authorities had locked up 
important Jewish leaders and a Jewish young man had already succumbed to torture in prison. 
The article also mentions the rumor that the local authorities themselves are said to have made 
the monk disappear, subsequently accusing the wealthy Jews of the murder with the aim of 
extorting them. 
 
Since the Maccabean revolts in the second century AD, the Jews have lived in diaspora and 
were virtually disenfranchised in the countries where they resided or living there at least at the 
whim of the local rulers. Moreover, rumors soon arose that Jews would need blood from 
Christian children to prepare the matzah for the preparation of the matzah at Passover. The 
persistent rumors of infanticide contributed to the image of Jews as ruthless murderers and we 
observe this as well in the case of the murder reported by Algemeen Handelsblad. There was 
no evidence for the murder, but the Jews were the losers: the result of an age-old tradition of 
false news about the Jews that is still valid to this day. For example, the theme of Jews using 
the blood of Christian children for the preparation of matzah appears in the Syrian TV series 
"‘The diaspora’" produced in 2003. More information about this series can be found at this link 
from Memri.org. 
 

https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/view?coll=ddd&identifier=ddd:010071850:mpeg21:a0002
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ash-Shatat
https://www.memri.org/reports/al-shatat-syrian-produced-ramadan-2003-tv-special
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Illustration 2: Article in Algemeen Handelsblad about the murder of a Capuchin monk in 
Damascus 

 
Mad Tuesday September 5, 1944 
Nazi Germany occupied the Netherlands after a five-day battle in May 1940. The Netherlands 
would groan under the tyranny of the Germans for almost five years. Fortunately, the 
opponents of Nazi Germany, especially the United States, the Soviet Union, and the United 
Kingdom, joined forces and attacked the Nazi Empire from the East and from June 6, 1944, with 
the Normandy landings, also from the West. The Allied armies soon broke through the German 
lines and liberated Paris in August 1944 and Brussels in September 1944. On September 12, 
1944, the Allies crossed the Dutch border near Maastricht. Illustration 3 shows the advance of 
the Allies. On September 4, 1944, Antwerp was liberated and soon it was rumored that Breda, 
in the south of the Netherlands, had been liberated. Breda is not far from Rotterdam and the 
administrative center of the Netherlands, The Hague. People took to the streets, raised flags 
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and celebrated the approaching liberation. Radio Oranje, the voice of the Dutch government in 
exile, announced the liberation. It was a Mad Tuesday! 
 

 
 

Illustration 3: map of the Allied advance in Western Europe in 1944 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dolle_Dinsdag
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Illustration 4: People dancing on the street in Rotterdam because 'the liberators are coming' 

 
But it all turned out not to be true. The Allies had certainly liberated Antwerp, but the supply 
lines of the troops were too long and they were forced to stop. Breda would not be liberated 
until the end of October 1944 and the north of the Netherlands, which would be closed off 
from the liberated south, had to wait until May 1945 for its liberation. The Germans 
strengthened their hold on the central and northern Netherlands, which was facing a long and 
cold winter of hunger. Through a complex system of machinations, misinformation, 
misinterpreted information and information structures that were not or could not be checked, 
the news of Mad Tuesday was born, which soon turned out to be untrue. 
 
 
Assignments 
(1) Find a past example of a natural disaster like the one in Lisbon. Describe what took place. 
Then describe how religious leaders and natural scientists responded to the disaster in 
question. Discuss the results of your research in the group. 
(2) There are many more examples of incidents and massacres of the Jews throughout history 
because they were accused of infanticide. Find an example from the past and indicate which 
arguments were used against the Jews. Discuss the results of your research in the group. 
(3) The Second World War is etched in the memory of the world. And as with all wars, truth is 
the first casualty of wars. Give an example of fake news in World War II in the country you 
come from. Indicate how the fake news came about and how it was ultimately disproved. 
Discuss the results of your research in the group. 
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Unit 2 How are fake news messages created? 
 
In this unit we will stick to the three examples of fake news from the previous unit: the Lisbon 
earthquake; the murder in Damascus and Mad Tuesday in the Netherlands. We have seen 
that in all three cases there is a misinterpretation: the earthquake as punishment from God; 
the murder allegedly carried out by Jews without further investigation; the liberation that did 
not take place at all. The question now is how these untruthful interpretations came about. 
To answer this question systematically, we can first of all use our common sense combined 
with our intuition. We do that per event but, we already inform you right now, we will see 
that it is not that simple. 
 
 
The Lisbon earthquake 
Modern physical research shows that earthquakes in Portugal were not improbable in the past, 
and that situation holds true to this day. We know, now in the twenty-first century, that 
earthquakes occur at the most unexpected times and that there are hardly any areas on Earth 
where they do not occur. We also know that some areas are more earthquake prone than 
others. The Lisbon earthquake was an extremely unfortunate one as it hit the very city and also 
on a day when many people were in the churches for the celebration of All Saints' Day. 
 
Have we, with this scientific statement, convincingly debunked the religiously grounded 
statement, namely that the earthquake would be God's punishment for the sins of men? 
Certainly at first glance. The idea that God would actively cause an earthquake on earth as 
punishment for people's sins seems bizarre to ‘sane’ people. Yet we will have to take a step and 
put ourselves in the shoes of believing people. In strict Protestant circles in the world, for 
example in the Netherlands, there is a conviction that children do not need to be vaccinated 
against childhood diseases such as polio. The argument is that orthodox believers believe that 
everything that happens to a human being is ordained by God, even before birth. Vaccinating 
children against disease would then be an act against the will of God. If children become 
paralyzed, that is the will of God. Such beliefs exist all over the world, especially among 
Orthodox or fundamentalist believers, often of Christian and Muslim signature. 
 
It is too easy to dismiss the religious explanation as old-fashioned superstition in our analysis 
of the Lisbon earthquake. If we do that, we are not taking an important population group 
seriously. At the same time, it is impossible for the people who stand behind the logical 
scientific explanation to accept the believer's interpretation as credible. 
 
 
What is the solution to this dilemma? Believers can be convinced that the earthquake has 
scientific causes, but even in that case they may continue saying that God has willed it that way. 
 
In these teaching modules we consider non-religious and non-ideological explanations for all 
forms of news, fake or not. That's where we stand as developers. Still we want to know the 
empirical truth behind facts. We want to know the facts. 
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The dilemma of the different interpretation of the believing people can be solved by accepting 
each other’s opinions, as is customary in a democracy. Believers have the right to declare 
disasters as punishment from God. And non-believers can decide for themselves that they find 
such statements implausible but accept them. 
 
The difference in interpretation only becomes disastrous if the believing party wants to impose 
its interpretation on the non-believers. Is that improbable? It happens all too often in societies 
or communities that are through and through religious. 
 
For the moment we leave the dilemma of interpretation between 'empiricists' and 'believers', 
and its consequences, for a while. We'll come back to it later. First we will deal with the other 
two events described above 
 
 
The Murder in Damascus 
The murder in Damascus was blamed on the Jews. This incident does not stand alone. Jews in 
the 19th century and today, and in fact from the moment they entered the diaspora in the first 
century AD, were victims of what was later called anti-Semitism. It would go too far here to 
explain how anti-Semitism arose. Christianity originated from Judaism, after all Christ himself 
was a Jew and so were the apostles. Yet when Christianity had established itself in the Roman 
Empire and later the Middle Ages, the Christians would blame the Jews for killing Christ by 
having him crucified. The Jews in turn were not inclined to convert to Christianity for the most 
part. They did not recognize Jesus as Messiah. At the same time, Christian dogmatics stipulated 
that the 1000-year reign of Christ would only take shape when the Jews had converted to 
Christianity, and of course the Jews did not want that because of the hatred of the Jews that 
they experienced personally on a daily basis. The Christian image of the Jewish community, 
which by its very nature was also a closed one, led to all sorts of rumors about what the Jews 
were like and how they behaved. This is how the fable came into the world that Jews needed 
Christian child blood to prepare their matzah. Soon the Jews were blamed for all sorts of things, 
including the arrival of the plague in Europe in the Middle Ages. 
 
Anti-Semitism is full of prejudice against Jews and none have ever been proven. At the 
beginning of the nineteenth century the book The Protocols of the Elders of Zion was published, 
a fabricated 'fake news' book that, after reconstruction, turned out to have come from Russian 
Christian circles. It was said to be a handbook of the Jews with an agenda to take over world 
domination. 
 
Jew-hatred often led to targeted actions against Jews, as in the case of the murder in Damascus. 
There was no evidence of a Jewish perpetrator and even if the perpetrator were Jewish, would 
the whole community have to pay for it? 
 
Our commonsense analysis, having knowledge of the history of anti-Semitism, soon concludes 
that identifying the Jewish perpetrator of the murder in Damascus is a well-known example of 
anti-Semitism and therefore fake news. 
 
Does that close the case? Do other statements, such as in the case of the Lisbon earthquake, 
also have the right to be heard? We think it is very important to hear every opinion, but in 
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this case we believe that we do not have to accept anti-Semitic inspired convictions. After all, 
if we would do so, we would tolerate some form of Jew-hatred, and the bloody history of 
anti-Semitism has shown us that this can lead to violence and murder. Does that mean we 
should respect the anti-Semitic explanation of the murder as "another opinion"? We believe 
not. Because if we did, we would be condoning potential violence against people and that can 
never be the intention. 
 
Before turning to evaluative remarks on the three events, let's discuss the last event, Mad 
Tuesday. 
 
 
Mad Tuesday September 5, 1944 
The case of Mad Tuesday is no longer controversial today. Everyone now agrees that it was 
indeed a rumor, fake news. Today no one claims that Breda was already liberated on September 
4, 1944, and that the Allies could be in Rotterdam and The Hague any moment. Nevertheless, 
it is interesting to note that it was the Dutch Prime Minister Gerbrandy who spread the news 
on Radio Oranje that broadcast news items from London to the occupied Netherlands. It turned 
out that he had been too optimistic in his reporting and perhaps Radio Oranje interpreted the 
messages coming from the front too positively. 
 
Conclusion 
In these units we have given three examples of fake news from the past. There are countless 
others. World history is full of events that have been interpreted in very different ways and of 
rumors for which there was no basis whatsoever. We thus establish that, on the one hand, 
these are events that actually took place, such as the earthquake in Lisbon, and that on the 
other, they are stories that turned out to be in no way true, such as Mad Tuesday and perhaps 
also the murder in Damascus. Secondly, we note that unfounded events and stories give rise to 
misinterpretations for all sorts of reasons. In addition, we note that some interpretations, 
wrong as they are, do have a right to exist, such as the religious interpretation of the earthquake 
in Lisbon, but that other interpretations are disastrous for a society, such as the anti-Semitic 
interpretation of the murder in Damascus. 
 
All these considerations lead us to another consideration. The European Union consists of 
member states that are democracies. In a democracy, every vote counts. There is freedom of 
expression and every citizen is allowed to organize themselves in society, in associations, in 
political parties or in any other form. At the same time, democracies need to protect their 
citizens from malicious people who want to disrupt or damage society. The latter is also 
possible via fake news, about which we will learn more in the following units, and then the big 
question arises where the boundary lies between freedom of expression and inciting social 
unrest and even violence in the form of the many kinds of hatred that there out there: the 
aforementioned anti-Semitism, but also Muslim hatred, xenophobia, LGBTQ+ hatred and other 
forms of hatred. 
 
Fake news is timeless and so far there is nothing new under the sun, but what is new is the 
intensity of the phenomenon of fake news, the possibilities with which it is spreading across 
the world today via social media, the speed with which fake news can spread and the 
increasingly sophisticated techniques that make it increasingly difficult to distinguish fake 
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news from real news. In the next module we will discuss the modern developments of fake 
news. 
 
Assignments 
(1) Find examples of two cases of fake news where one case is based on an event that actually 
happened and the other case turned out to be a story for which there was no evidence at all. 
 
(2) find out what  the interpretations of both events were, clarifying which interpretation is an 
obvious case of fake news and which is the correct interpretation. 
 
(3) Check whether in the two cases you found there are cross-border interpretations, i.e. 
interpretations of the cases that could potentially lead to social unrest or to hatred against a 
specific population group. 
 
(4) Discuss both cases in the group. 
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Unit 3 Scientific Research on Fake News 
 
In this unit we will examine the question of how scientists today research fake news as it 
manifests itself especially in the online world. It goes without saying that scientists are 
interested in this. Communication and information have long been the subjects of study for 
communication and information scientists, as well as for sociologists, psychologists, 
philosophers and natural scientists who are concerned with, for example, climate change or 
nitrogen emissions. Actually, there is no scientific field that does not deal with fake news, 
because every field has to do with the phenomenon. Before we discuss the scientific approach 
to fake news, we will first discuss three examples of fake news, but this time from the current 
time. 
 
‘Hardly any complaints after Corona’ 
The leader of the Dutch political party Forum for Democracy Thierry Baudet indicated in the 
talk show Op1 of January 10, 2021 that, according to him, "more than 98% of the people who 
have had corona had virtually no complaints". The eufactcheck website debunked his 
statement. It turned out that on said date, the percentage of people who have Corona 
symptoms was 1.7%. So it seems that the 98% percentage of Baudet is correct. But Baudet 
relates that percentage to people who have had Corona, while 1.7% refers to the share of the 
population that had Corona complaints. Of that 1.7%, a further 3.8% appears to have been 
hospitalized. This undermines Baudet's claim. Baudet declined to comment further on the 
response from health authorities. 

 

 

 
Illustration 5: leader Thierry Baudet of Forum for Democracy 

 
Slice of sausage as a distant star 
 

https://eenvandaag.avrotros.nl/item/deze-5-onwaarheden-vertelde-thierry-baudet-over-het-coronavirus/
https://eufactcheck.eu/factcheck/false-more-than-98-of-people-infected-with-the-coronavirus-barely-experience-any-symptoms/
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Etienne Klein, a French physicist, posted a photo on Twitter in August 2022 of a distant star, 
"the Proxima Centauri, the closest star to the sun, located 4.2 light-years away." Thousands of 
his Twitter followers took the post seriously and retweeted it or copied it on other social media. 
But soon fellow scientists and common-sense people concluded that the star could be nothing 
more than a slice of chorizo sausage. Then the physicist acknowledged that it was indeed a slice 
of sausage. And he added wise words: "Let us learn to be wary of arguments of authority and 
also of the spontaneous eloquence of certain images." 
 

 
 

Illustration 6: A slice of chorizo as Proxima Centauri 
 
Nikki Tutorials' forced coming out 
In January 2020, beauty guru Nikki de Jager, also and best known as Nikki Tutorials, announced 
that she was transgender. However, she did not do so voluntarily. Malicious people had 
discovered her gender identity and threatened to make it public. They tried to blackmail Nikki 
with that. It was a reason for Nikki to take the flight forward and bring the news of her 
transgender identity online herself. 
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Illustration 7: Nikki de Jager 
 
 
Three types of fake news 
The three examples were not chosen randomly. Each example represents some form of fake 
news. We will explain this in more detail in what follows. 
 
In the first example, about Thierry Baudet's statements about Corona, we see that the 
information he brings is false and that he knowingly brings that information, with the aim of 
putting the medical and political authorities in a negative light. He wants to damage them in 
his crusade against all things related to Corona. For him, Corona is just the flu and the virus has 
become an instrument of the authorities to get more control and grip on society. This is what 
scientists call a form of dis-information: 'Information that is false and deliberately created to 
harm a person, social group, organization or country'. 
 
Also of the second example, about the 'sausage star', the information is 'false'. That should be 
obvious! But the false news is not made to harm anyone or anything. In this case it was a joke 
that got out of hand, like there are April 1 jokes every year in the Netherlands. More serious 
are similar messages that are spread about, for example, on a fire that later turned out to be 
untrue. People see smoke hanging over a business park and think that a certain factory is on 
fire, but later it turned out that the factory in question was not on fire. No one had bad 
intentions in spreading these messages, but the information turned out to be false. This is what 
scientists call a form of mis-information: 'Information that is false, but not created with the 
intention of causing harm'. 
 
The last example concerns a case where the information is correct. Nikki de Jager is 
transgender. But a group of people think they can misuse this in itself correct information with 
the aim, in this case, to extort Nikki and thus damage her. This is what scientists call mal-
information: 'Information that is based on reality, used to inflict harm on a person, organization 
or country'. 
 
The scientists we base this and the next units on are Claire Wardle and Hossein Derekhshan, 
who published this report in 2017: Information Disorder: Toward an interdisciplinary 
Framework for Research and Policy Making.  
 

https://rm.coe.int/information-disorder-toward-an-interdisciplinary-framework-for-researc/168076277c
https://rm.coe.int/information-disorder-toward-an-interdisciplinary-framework-for-researc/168076277c
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Wardle and Derekhshan prefer not to use the term fake news. They state in their report that 
the term is 'woefully inadequate to describe the complex phenomena of information pollution' 
and they note that politicians around the world have appropriated the term to refer to the 'fake 
media' such as former President Donald Trump. it did and still does. They therefore prefer to 
use the term 'information disorder'. We maintain the term fake news in our teaching modules  
for the simple reason that this term is well established and because we also make clear what 
we mean by it in our modules. 
 
The table below shows the three types of information disorder. 

 
Information Disorder 

False False - Harmful Harmful 
Mis-Information Dis-Information Mal-Information 

False Connection 
Misleading Content 

False Context 
Imposter Content 
Manipulated Content 
Fabricated Content 

Leaks 
Harassment 
Hate Speech 
 

 
Table 1: Types of information disorder according to Wardle & Derekhshan 

 
You can see that the researchers have placed characteristics under the three forms of 
'information disorder'. False connection and Misleading Content are characteristic of Mis-
information. False Content, Imposter Content Manipulated Content and Fabricated Content 
are properties of Dis-information and Mal-Information is characterized by Leaks Harassment 
and Hate Speech. We will come back to the characteristics of the three types of fake news later 
in the module. 
 
Assignments 
• (1) Find a case of dis-information. Indicate why the information is false and to which group or 
organization damage was intended and why. 
• (2) Find a case of mis-information. State why the information is false but that the intention of 
the creators was not to harm any person or organization 
• (3) Find a case of mal-information. State why the information in itself is not false but that the 
intention of the creators of the news was to harm people or organizations 
• (4) Which form of fake news do you think is most harmful and which form do you think is 
least harmful to society? 
• (5) In your search for the three forms of fake news, did you find it easy to distinguish between 
the three types of fake news? If so, between which types was it the most difficult to distinguish?  
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Unit 4 The Structures of Fake News 
 
Before we go into the question of how fake news works, we first present a novel that can be 
qualified as the pinnacle of fake news and then a playful example of fake news from the recent 
pre-internet era. 
 
 
1984 
In George Orwell's 1984 dystopian novel, the protagonist Winston Smith works at the Ministry 
of Truth. His job is to constantly adapt the past to new interpretations. Society in 1984 is still a 
paper society. The world is divided into three empires with indeterminate borders that are at 
war with each other from time to time or make alliances. There is only one all-powerful Party 
that keeps an eye on everything and everyone in the form of 'Big Brother' whose portrait you 
see everywhere. 

 

 
 

Illustration 8: Big Brother is Watching You, in the novel 1984 of George Orwell 
 
And that Party also has primacy over the past. So if the Party decides that Oceania, the empire 
it controls, has suddenly made peace with Eurasia while at war with it for years before, the past 
must be adjusted. All newspaper reports in this regard must then be adjusted and that is the 
task of main character Winston Smith. The novel offers an eerie picture of a highly developed 
dictatorship whose job, according to a high-ranking party member, O'Brien, is not to make its 
citizens happy, but rather unhappy. Winston Smith eventually ends up in prison and is 
brainwashed until he truly believes that 2+2 is 5 and not 4. The novel 1984, published in 1949, 
also serves as an example of a society entirely based on fake news. It is not without reason that 
the party's slogans are 'war is peace' and 'freedom is slavery' and 'ignorance is strength'. 
Fortunately, we are not that far in our time, but the advent of the Internet does offer enormous 
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possibilities to create all kinds of make-believe worlds that are deceptively similar to the real 
world. 
 
‘Keith Richards is God and Saint’ 
Illustration 9 shows Rolling Stones band member Keith Richards holding a newspaper in his 
hand with the headline "Pope Declares: Keith Richards is God." Obviously, this is a message that 
no sensible person has believed to be true, barring a single eccentric. It's obviously a joke. 
Humanity has been wondering who God is for ages and since the Pope has primacy over the 
answer to the question, the joke is obvious. The only authority that can explain that, is letting 
the answer-hungry humanity know that God is Keith Richards. The newspaper looks deceptively 
real but copying a newspaper in 1972 was not that difficult even then. 

 

 
 

Illustration 9: Newspaper stating that the Pope declares Keith Richards to be God 
 
The funny thing is that a new version of the story came out. A report appeared online that Pope 
Francis had canonized Keith Richards in front of a large crowd in St. Peter's Square. Only people 
who have performed at least two miracles are canonized, according to the rules of the Catholic 
Church. And one of Richards' miracles was, according to the Pope, ‘the fact that he has taken 
more drugs than any other mortal human being and lived to tell about it. Many others have 
succumbed after taking a tenth of the drugs and drink that Richards has consumed. “It’s a 
Miracle he’s still alive” said Pope Francis. “We want him on our side, before the devil gets him!” 
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Illustration 10: Keith Richards as Saint "Sister Theresa" 
 
It is clear that the news of Richards' canonization is fake. It is meant to be humorous and many 
will have laughed at it and perhaps the Pope too. 
 
But fake news isn't much to laugh at. There are countless examples online of messages about 
rulers that simply weren't true but were believed to be true. In many cases this led to 
reputational damage and attempts to contradict the news often went without any effect. The 
world is not yet 1984 as Orwell described it in his novel, but the fact is that fake news is 
increasingly difficult to distinguish from true news. The example of man-caused climate change 
is one of them. Another example is former President Trump's persistent claim that the 2020 
election was "stolen" and that he actually won it and not his opponent Joe Biden. Many of his 
supporters still believe that, leading to the storming of the Capitol on January 6, 2021. 
 
We may wonder how fake news comes about. The next section discusses this in more detail. 
 
Factors of Fake News and trajectory 
In this unit we will examine how fake news is created. Which elements play a role and how is it 
possible that fake news goes 'viral'? We focus on our current time where social media plays 
such an important role. We have already seen that fake news is of all times, but the big 
difference with the past is that the possibilities to create and distribute fake news in a credible 
way have grown enormously thanks to the Internet. 
 
Researchers Wardle & Derekhshan have investigated the trajectory that fake news follows. 
They distinguish three aspects: (1) the agent, (2) the message and (3) the interpreter. Below 
we clarify what is meant by these three aspects. 
 
Agent Agents are the people who have invented, produced and distributed fake news. An 
important question is what motivated them to do so. 
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Message What kind of message was it? What form did the message take? What characterized 
the message? 
 
Interpreter The interpreters are people who give the message a certain meaning. The question 
then is what meanings those are and also what these people have done to spread their 
interpretation of the meaning. Table 2 below illustrates the relationship between agent, 
message and interpreter once again. 

 
 

Agent 

 
Message 

 
Interpreter 

 
Table 2: the three aspects of fake news 

 
Wardle & Derekhshan further indicate that it is important to look at the three phases that make 
up 'the life' of a fake news item. They distinguish three phases, namely the following (we use 
the English terminology here): 
 
1 Creation. The message is created; 
 
2 Production. The message is turned into a media product; 
 
3 Distribution. The message is distributed or made public. 
 
This is also shown in table 3  below: 
 
 

Creation: 
When the message 

is created 

 (Re)Production: 
When the message is turned 

into a media product 

 Distribution: 
When the product is distributed 

or made public 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 
Table 3 : the trajectory of fake news 

 
We see that when a fake news item has gone around the world, the distribution phase, it 
reinforces the production phase. After all, there will always be people all over the world who 
give the item a new boost or interpretation. 
 
Wardle & Derekshan's model is easy to understand. But the model of the three aspects and the 
'life-course model' is not so easy to apply. For example, who is behind the message that Keith 
Richards has been canonized? The makers are anonymous. And why did they do it? Really just 
to joke or did they want to scorn the Catholic Church out of their view that canonizations are 
completely unbelievable and outdated? The example of Keith Richards is innocent in itself. But 
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what about President Trump's claim that the election was stolen. Here we clearly know who 
the "agent" is and what his agenda is: to cast doubt on the election and undermine the 
legitimacy of the new President Biden. And there were many interpreters who gave Trump's 
message their own meanings, spreading the false news further. 
 
In the example of political leader Thierry Baudet of the Dutch Forum for Democracy, discussed 
in unit 3, internet analysts believe that he is the agent behind the message about the '98% of 
Corona patients who would hardly have any complaints'. Baudet has never wanted to respond 
to the debunk, but if he did, he would undoubtedly deny that he is the agent of fake news. In 
the meantime, his supporters are taking over the message and spreading it in all kinds of forms 
on social media. 
 
Conclusion 
In this unit we have seen which factors play a role in the formation of fake news and which 
phases of life a fake news item goes through. We have also seen that in analyzing fake news, 
for each item goes that it always has its own dynamic. The model of the factors and the life 
stages is clear, but the practice of applying the model to fake news examples is always tailor-
made. 
 
Assignments 
• (1) Search the Internet for two striking cases of fake news. 
• (2) Try to find out who the agent or agents are in both cases; what the message is and in what 
ways the messages are interpreted. 
• (3) Try to find out what the life course of both messages was, the phases of creation, 
production and distribution. 
• (4) When you have completed the first three assignments, indicate what the similarities and 
differences were in the analysis of the two cases of fake news you chose. Try to find out the 
reasons behind the similarities and differences. Discuss the results and the obstacles you 
encountered in the analysis in the group. 
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Unit 5 Fake news more in detail: the agents 
 
In this unit we take a closer look at the identity of the people who send fake news into the 
world. We first look at some examples of fake news. 
 
Islamic State and Covid: ‘it is caused by our enemies’ 
Like all terrorist movements, based on religion or not, Islamic State was confronted with the 
Covid virus entering its -tiny- territories and ranks. It had to formulate an answer to the 
question why it hit the organization as well, what to do about it and what the cause of it was. 
When it comes to combatting Covid, the organization referred to sayings of the Prophet 
Mohammed and Islamic law, Sharia, remarkably up to date, ordering isolation of those hit. An 
article on the website of the Wilson Center gives an overview of how diverse Islamic authorities 
reacted to the virus.  

 

 
 

Illustration 11: Instructions from Islamic State on how to deal with epidemics 
 
In its al-Naba newsletter the organization states that the Corona virus is a punishment of God 
for China given the latter’s oppression of the Muslim Uygur people. The Wilson Center website 
refers to statements of Islamic State calling ‘the outbreak a “sign” that Shiites (IS’s sworn 
enemies) should “abandon polytheism”’. Later on the organization stated that the disease is a 
“painful torment” for all “Crusader nations” in the West. 
 
Without any empirical evidence the cause of the disease is related to God who would have used 
the virus to punish the Chinese, then to stir Shiites to give up their faith and to punish the 
Crusader nations. These allegations might stimulate Muslims in the West sensitive to Islamic 
State’s ideology to spread these rumors, as such ignoring the fact that the virus has no need to 
an ideology to spread. 
 

https://twitter.com/Rita_Katz/status/1239205460659654669?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1239205460659654669%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wilsoncenter.org%2Farticle%2Fwhat-islamists-are-doing-and-saying-covid-19-crisis
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/article/what-islamists-are-doing-and-saying-covid-19-crisis
https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/counterterrorism/isis-tells-followers-to-pray-to-avoid-coronavirus-slams-china-over-outbreak-response/
https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/counterterrorism/isis-coronavirus-directives-do-not-enter-the-land-of-the-epidemic-cover-your-sneezes/
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Bill Gates and the pandemic 
On a Romanian Orthodox-Christian website, an article misrepresents a claim of Bill Gates 
regarding the next possible pandemics of the future. The title can be translated to “Bill Gates 
is preparing another new global pandemic, there will be another pathogen next time”. This 
item aims to pull in readers with its sensationalist title. This website contains more examples 
of such articles, for instance, another article claims that the Covid vaccines are a weapon of 
biological warfare. 
 

 
 

Illustration 12: ‘Bill Gates prepares new pandemic’ 
 
Christian blogs in Romania are prone to misrepresent current events and share a similar 
conspiracy tone but with a religious twist. There is always a higher power/cult or sect that is 
attributed to the great events happening in history, it resembles the Lisbon case of unit 1. In 
this article, the conference in Munich where Bill Gates held a speech is translated in a biased 
way. The tone of the article is sarcastic and it implies the connection of Gates to the pandemic. 
At the same time, the article affirms that the damage is not done by Covid-19, as Gates claims, 
but by the governmental policies. 
 
Asian man in Cairo kicked out of taxi 
In March 2020 a person of Asian descent was kicked out of a taxi in the middle of chaotic 
Cairean traffic as he was coughing and the driver feared Corona transmission. The maker of the 
footage heard people shouting ‘Corona. Corona’ and ‘kick him out’. The incident took place at 
the beginning of the worldwide spread of the Corona virus.  
 
 

https://ortodoxinfo.ro/2022/02/22/bill-gates-mai-pregateste-o-noua-pandemie-globala-va-fi-un-alt-agent-patogen-data-viitoare/
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/coronavirus-egypt-detains-taxi-driver-who-bullied-chinese-tourist
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Illustration 13: Taxi incident in Cairo 
 
The case roused lots of criticism in Egypt and high officials posted public apologies. Still, it was 
a representative of these same officials, Egyptian Health Minister Hala Zayed who, a bit earlier 
in mid-February, declared that the virus will not strike Egypt because ‘it lives in China, not 
Egypt’. In an article on the website Washingtoninstitute.org analyzing the first stages of Corona 
in Egypt, journalist Mohammed Abdelaziz mentions the initial denials of Egyptian officials 
concerning the entrance of Corona into their country or downplaying the danger of it. It should 
therefore not come as a surprise that, undoubtedly influenced by media in Egypt, the driver 
kicked the Asian client out of his taxi. The fact that officials apologized for the incident will also 
have been inspired by the fact that the case became world widely public. 
 
The tweets of the Health Minister express a denial of the presence and effects of the Corona 
virus in Egypt, indicating that it is a Chinese issue and not an Egyptian one. With her Tweets the 
Health Minister, consciously or not, told the Egyptian public that Corona is a Chinese affair and 
that therefore the Chinese are its bearers and as such a potential danger to public health in 
Egypt. In Egypt media are very much state dependent and taxi and Uber drivers, mostly 
belonging to the lower socio-economic classes, follow state media only. 
 
 
The agents 

https://www.arab48.com/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/2020/02/17/%D9%86%D8%A8%D8%B6_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D8%A8%D9%83%D8%A9-%D8%B3%D8%AE%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%85%D9%86-%D9%88%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B5%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A8%D8%B3%D8%A8%D8%A8-%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7
https://www.arab48.com/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/2020/02/17/%D9%86%D8%A8%D8%B6_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D8%A8%D9%83%D8%A9-%D8%B3%D8%AE%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%85%D9%86-%D9%88%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B5%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A8%D8%B3%D8%A8%D8%A8-%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/egyptian-response-coronavirus-denial-and-conspiracy
https://www.arab48.com/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/2020/02/17/%D9%86%D8%A8%D8%B6_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D8%A8%D9%83%D8%A9-%D8%B3%D8%AE%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%85%D9%86-%D9%88%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B5%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A8%D8%B3%D8%A8%D8%A8-%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7
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To deal with the question of the identity of the agents, we go back to the research of Wardle & 
Derekhshan. They deal with the question of the identity of the agents by asking a number of 
questions and it is this procedure that we also use in this unit. By asking questions you can, as 
it were, tick off what does and what does not apply to the identity of the agents of fake news. 
Wardle & Derekhshan ask the following seven questions. 
 

• (1) What kind of agent is involved? Agents can represent official bodies such as 
governments, ministries, political parties or news shows. But they can also be 'unofficial' 
agents, for example a group of citizens that organizes itself in the form of Facebook 
groups. The distinction between official and unofficial may make a big difference to the 
impact of a fake news item. After all, if a government is behind a certain fake news item, 
in many cases that message has much more impact than an unofficial agency. Take for 
example the reports about the downing of flight MH 17 over Ukraine in 2014. The 
Russian government has spared no effort to broadcast fake news messages, claiming 
that the plane was in any case not shot down by Russian separatists, for which there is 
ample evidence, but by the Ukrainians themselves. 

• (2) How organized are the agents? Agents can work individually but also in well-
organized groups, they can be companies that send certain messages into the world to 
blacken the competition, they can be lobby groups that serve certain interests and want 
to blacken opponents. For example, it is known that in the Syrian civil war there are 
many fake accounts on Twitter that deny all the crimes committed by the Assad regime 
and, in fact, put the blame on opponents. 

• (3) What is the motivation of the agents? There are all kinds of motivations imaginable. 
There may be a simple financial motivation. A fake news item can be accompanied by 
advertisements from a specific company. There may be a political motivation. People 
who want to be elected as president or as a member of parliament can defame political 
opponents through false news reports. We see that this kind of practice has actually 
become quite common in elections all around the world. There may be a social 
motivation. In the Netherlands, for example, there are activist groups that fight against 
the nitrogen policy of the Dutch government and they try to get the public on their side 
by means of fake news reports. Finally, there is the psychological motivation. There are 
people who use fake news to gain prestige.  

• (4) What audience are agents trying to reach? It may be that agents only want to serve 
their own people. We see this, for example, with the American channel Fox News, but 
also with the Dutch political party Forum for Democracy. In general, however, it can be 
said that it is difficult to decide on who is the intended audience. After all, the news 
channel Fox News and Forum for Democracy also aim to bring their views on all kinds 
of issues to the attention of all people. 

• (5) Does the agent use automated technology? As mentioned above in another unit, we 
have established that fake news is of all times but that the big difference between 'then' 
and 'now' is that fake news is much easier to spread and it is also very cheap. With the 
push of a button, a fake news item can be spread all over the world. Moreover, it is 
possible to automate the fake news messages through bots or trolls, consisting for 
example of fake accounts on Twitter or Instagram. According to research, no less than 
two-thirds of internet traffic takes place through bots. 

• (6) Is it the agent's intention to deliberately mislead? To answer this question, the fake 
news reports of the agent or agents must be carefully studied. After all, it is not easy to 

https://euvsdisinfo.eu/mh17-timeline-of-pro-kremlin-disinformation-narratives/
https://www.isdglobal.org/digital_dispatches/isds-digital-investigation-on-syria-disinformation/
https://www.vno-ncw.nl/forum/stikstof-geen-probleem-en-6-andere-veelgehoorde-misverstanden?gclid=CjwKCAjw0dKXBhBPEiwA2bmObZSpwWfP7Ltto1rGXPuG2_eWS2vM7NEJ0orfNC-NWgM2Lhzls8kSpBoC8BcQAvD_BwE
https://assets.barracuda.com/assets/docs/dms/Bot_Attacks_report_vol1_EN.pdf
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look inside someone's 'head'. Was it the intention of a particular message to 
deliberately mislead, or was it not the case, was it just a joke? In some cases it will be 
obvious that an agent deliberately wants to mislead, but in others it will be more 
difficult to determine. 

• (7) Is it the agent's intention to intentionally cause harm? This question seems a little 
easier to answer than the previous one. It is hard to imagine something like ‘unwittingly 
causing harm’, although it is of course possible that there really are agents who are 
unaware of the danger they inflict on others with their messages. In many cases, 
however, it will quickly become apparent that the intent of a particular message is to 
cause harm. 

 
As we noted above when discussing the structure of fake news in Unit 4, the theory as 
presented by Wardle & Derekhshan is easy to understand. However, the challenge lies in 
formulating answers to the questions. Precisely because in the first place it is difficult to 
distinguish fake news from true messages, it is usually not easy to answer the questions about, 
in the case of this unit, the identity of the agents as well. 
 
Let's look at the three examples of this unit, Islamic State and Covid, Bill Gates and pandemics 
and the Cairo taxi incident. As for the agent behind the first message, the question of identity 
is not difficult to answer. This concerns Islamic State, a formally spoken, official body that has 
only one news agency that regularly sends messages to the world. The message about Bill Gates 
and pandemics comes from a Romanian website, ortodoxinfo, whose website is graced with 
pages such as “anti-sistem” and ‘WWIII". At first glance it is not easy to find out who is behind 
this website, which gives the impression of speaking on behalf of the Romanian Orthodox 
Church, but whether that is the case is questionable. Further research is therefore warranted. 
In the report about the taxi incident in Cairo, the faltering politics of the Egyptian government 
is striking. Quite a few Islamic countries at the start of the Covid-19 pandemic had a knack for 
blaming the disease on "the Chinese" and declaring that their countries were not affected. Until 
they, too, could no longer avoid acknowledging that they were indeed affected. The taxi 
incident that went viral forced the Egyptian government to make more realistic statements. 
 
As for the degree of organization of the three examples, we can say that Islamic State is tightly 
organized, which is evident from all the information known about the organization. The site of 
ortodoxinfo also looks well organized and is also up to date every day, but the impression is 
that there are a number of people behind it who have an agenda under the cover of the 
Romanian Orthodox Church. With regard to the third example, the taxi in Cairo, we notice that 
it was no more than an incident, and in that respect there is nothing organized about the 
example. Still, it did have an impact on the Egyptian government whose faltering Covid-19 
policy became crystal clear but that was more so in spite of itself rather than consciously 
correcting itself. 
 
It is not easy to know for sure which audience the three cases of fake news we have discussed 
above are targeting. After all, we cannot look inside the minds of the publishers of the news. 
Nevertheless, with common sense we can get somewhere. In its post, Islamic State mainly 
focuses on its own public, and it peppers its public once again with how bad the unbelievers 
are. Whether Islamic State also aims to reach others than its own public is a difficult question 
to answer. Of course the organization will hope that non-believers will read its posts, but 

https://ortodoxinfo.ro/category/anti-sistem/
https://ortodoxinfo.ro/category/anti-sistem/al-iii-lea-razboi-mondial/
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whether they will then convert to IS's ideas is of course the question. The same arguments can 
be used for the ortodoxinfo entry. At first it seems like a post for its own audience, but the 
agenda will also be one of the hope and expectation that others than the own audience will 
read the post and appreciate or like it. The creator of the taxi incident has clearly expressed his 
outrage in the comments and condemnatory Tweets he included in the video. 
 
Whether the three posts have used automated technology requires a closer look at the 
trajectory of the three posts and the extent to which they have been disseminated, with or 
without commentary, by bots or trolls or by flesh-and-blood users with or without new 
interpretations. Such an analysis must make use of what we call digital ethnography. Digital 
ethnography is covered in unit x [to be developed]. 
 
Was the intent of the three posts to mislead or even harm the intended audience? The post of 
the Islamic State that makes such a clear distinction between its own believers and the 
"pernicious infidels" certainly aims to stir up unrest in Islamic societies and communities and is 
therefore harmful. Perhaps to a lesser extent, this also applies to the post of ortodoxinfo. The 
direct attack on Bill Gates aims to damage him and make him responsible for the pandemic and 
other pandemics. Bill Gates stands for orthodoxinfo for the dangers of globalization and he 
stands for a world elite that wants to eliminate everything that is not within the supposed 
agenda of globalization. The post of the taxi incident is directly damaging to Asians, Chinese in 
particular in Egypt and the Arab world, despite the later invocation of the Egyptian authorities. 
 
Assignments 

• (1) In this unit, we covered the agents behind the three fake news stories, the degree 
of organization of these agents, the motivation behind the messages, the audience they 
aim to reach, whether they have used automated technology, and the questions 
whether the posts were intended to mislead or harm. Do you agree on all points with 
our analysis of the three cases? Have you come to other considerations and conclusions 
yourself? If yes, for which points does this apply and if not, for which not. 

• (2) Discuss in the group the points of difference and similarity mentioned. 

• (3) We consciously ask you to look critically at our analysis because we indicated earlier 
that the models that Wardle & Derekhshan provide to categorize and analyze fake news 
are clear, but that the practice of the analysis is diffuse and can sometimes lead to 
different results. The unit here is that the analysis and interpretation of fake news by 
definition always leads to different outcomes and that the question then is to what 
extent a message is fake news and what criteria it meets. 
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Unit 6 Fake news in more detail: the message 
 
In this unit we take a closer look at the analysis of the nature of message of fake news items. 
We do that again based on the analysis model of Wardle & Derekhshan and we will apply the 
questions they ask about the message of fake news items to the three cases in unit 5: Islamic 
State, ortodoxinfo and the taxi driver in Cairo. 
 
The following questions can be asked about the message of fake news items: 
 

• (1) How durable is the message? Is it a message that is meant for the long term, for 
example in a war like the one in Ukraine, for the shorter term for example before 
elections or for the real moment itself, a 'breaking news' message on some news item? 

• (2) How accurate is the message? We have seen before that a news item that we 
categorize as mal-information is true, but the intention is to frame that true news in 
such a way that it intentionally causes damage. Inaccurate reporting can be placed on 
a veracity scale. For example, headlines of newspapers or titles of news items can evoke 
a completely different picture than the content of the message or article. The other 
extreme of the scale is that the messages themselves are completely false. It requires 
meticulous analysis time and again where on the scale of accuracy each message is.  

• (3) Does the message violate the law or not? For example, a message can incite hatred 
and violence against a group of people, or it violates intellectual property rights or it 
calls for sexual transgressive acts. In these and similar cases, the message violates the 
law. 

• (4) Does the message pretend to speak on behalf of a group or organization that the 
creators of the message are not affiliated with? Does the message use logos of 
organizations or countries while the agents are not affiliated with those organizations 
or are representatives of those countries, in order to appear credible? 

• (5) What is the hidden message of the news item? Can it be determined that the item 
has a person, organization or certain group of people in mind to harm them? 

 
As was the case with the questions about the agents, which we discussed in the previous unit, 
we notice that the questions are clear but that the answers are always difficult. There are so 
many factors that play a role in fake news items and it seems that every item has a different 
dynamic. 
 
Nevertheless, we will try to ask and answer the questions about the message based on the 
three cases of fake news from the previous unit: Islamic State, ortodoxinfo and the Cairean taxi 
driver. 
 
As far as durability is concerned, the message from the taxi driver seems to be one of the ‘issues 
of the day’. There was an incident, it was posted and it was responded to. The other two 
messages are Corona-related and in that sense they apply for the somewhat longer term. 
 
As far as the accuracy of the news items is concerned, the taxi driver message is again correct. 
There was an incident, there is no doubt about it. The interpretation of the cause of Covid 
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according to Islamic State and the role that Bill Gates is given on the ortodoxinfo website is 
without foundation. They are completely inaccurate. 
 
Can the messages be interpreted as breaking the law? A tricky point in this question is which 
law is involved. By what law should the message of Islamic State be tested? The Syrian? The 
Iraqi? To both? This question is already difficult to answer and if a certain law is chosen, this 
means that expertise must be available about that law. It is obvious to check the message on 
ortodoxinfo against Romanian law. After all, the site is registered in that country. And it is quite 
conceivable that the message could be interpreted as a form of slander or libel against Gates. 
But here again, expertise is available to adequately answer this question for the Romanian 
website. The question of the legal status of the Cairo incident is less relevant. Perhaps the traffic 
police in Cairo will be able to verbalize the driver (although traffic in the Egyptian capital is 
always chaotic anyway), but that's not the whole point of the item. It is a case of racism. 
 
Do the messages give the impression that their authors are hiding behind other existing 
organizations or bodies? This is not the case in any of the three cases. Islamic State is an 
organization with its own logo, ortodoxinfo too, and the question does not apply to the last 
item. 
 
What are the hidden messages behind the three news items? It is obvious to Islamic State that 
it aims its arrows at the unbelievers. They are to blame for the pandemic. For ortodoxinfo, the 
agents believe that Bill Gates has a hand in the pandemic. For the last message, the hidden 
message is that 'the Asians' and therefore also the Chinese in the taxi are the organizers of the 
pandemic and its spreaders. 
 
Assignments 

• (1) In this unit, we've covered the messages behind the three fake news, their durability, 
their accuracy, whether they violate the law, whether they pretend to be somebody or 
something different than they are, and the question of any hidden message. Do you 
agree with our analysis on all points? Have you come to other considerations and 
conclusions yourself? If yes, for which points does this apply and if not, for which not.  

• (2) Discuss in the group the points of difference and similarity mentioned. 

• (3) We ask you to consciously look critically at our analysis because we indicated earlier 
that the models that Wardle & Derekhshan provide to categorize and analyze fake news 
are clear, but that the practice of the analysis is diffuse and can sometimes lead to 
different results. The unit here is that the analysis and interpretation of fake news by 
definition always leads to different outcomes and that the question then is to what 
extent a message is fake news and what criteria it meets. 
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Unit 7: Fake news more in detail: the interpreters 
 
Determining the interpreters of a given message requires a thorough study, also known as 
digital ethnography, which we go into in detail in unit x [to be done later]. After all, a message 
can go 'viral' and be picked up by all kinds of groups and individuals who may or may not add 
new meanings and forward the messages. However, following Wardle & Derekhshan, we note 
that, based on the reception theory of Stuart Hall (1973), people decode messages in three 
ways: 
 

• (1) They accept the message as it is, that's what we call the strategy of hegemony;  

• (2) They accept parts of the message and not others, that's what we call negotiation 
strategy; 

• (3) They reject the message. We call this the opposition strategy. 
 
As we have seen before, the theory is simple, but the practice is tricky. After all, to stick to the 
three examples of Islamic State, ortodoxinfo and the taxi driver in Cairo, a solid digital 
ethnographic study must be set up to provide answers to the nature of the interpreters' 
reactions. 
 
The material covered in this and the two previous units can be nicely summarized in the table 
below. 
 

Agent 
 

 

Actor Type: 
Level of Organization 
Type of Motivation: 
Level of Automation: 
Intended Audience: 
Intent to Harm: 
Intent to Mislead: 

Official / Unofficial 
None / Loose / Tight / Networked 
Financial / Political / Social / Psychological 
Human / Cyborg / Bot 
Members / Social Groups / Entire Societies 
Yes / No 
Yes / No 

Message 
 

 

Duration: 
Accuracy: 
Legality: 
Imposter Type: 
Message Target: 

Long term / Short-term / Event-based 
Misleading / Manipulated / Fabricated 
Legal / Illegal 
No / Brand / Individual 
Individual / Organization / Social Group / Entire Society 

Interpreter 

 

Message Reading: 
Action taken: 

Hegemonic / Oppositional / Negotiated 
Ignored / Shared in Support / Shared in Opposition 

 
Table 4: Agent, message and interpreter, characteristics and roles. 

 
Below we will discuss the model in more detail. 
 
In this chapter, also due to lack of space, we will not address the question about the 
interpreters, but we would like to leave this to the students by asking the following questions. 
 
Assignments 

• (1) Investigate how people responded to the three messages. List the groups according 
to Hall's three possible reactions, hegemony, negotiation, and rejection. 
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• (2) Try to make a statistical analysis of the three groups. How big are they in relation to 
each other? 

• (3) What are the main hegemonic, negotiation and rejection arguments of three 
groups? 

• (4) You will undoubtedly have noticed that it is not easy to perform a digital analysis as 
suggested here. Discuss in the group which obstacles you encountered and how you 
solved them. 
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Unit 8: Islamic State and Covid: a digital ethnography 
 
Procedures 
In this and the following two units we show how a fake news item can be analyzed. Wardle & 
Derekshan have indicated that once an item is online, it is forwarded, embedded or not in other 
contents, modified, interpreted in different ways. The challenge is to discover the trail or the 
trails the fake item has followed, what feedback it has generated and how it has influenced the 
debate.  
 
A digital ethnography is by definition a complex process. We will see that there are loose ends 
and we are confronted with the facts that at a particular point in time a relevant link does not 
exist anymore or that a Twitter account is suspended. So, this discovery can lead to different 
outcomes and the outcomes, once ‘established’, may later on differ again as the Internet is 
continuously changing. It is a bit like the labor Mr. Winston Smith performed in 1984 of George 
Orwell: he was constantly adapting history to a new fake reality. This does not mean that all 
post online cannot be trusted, but fact is that a digital context is subject to continuous change 
while a physical post, like a newspaper article printed on paper, is not. This reality leads as well 
to the observation that any digital ethnography is by definition limited and risks being out of 
time.  
 
Another more practical observation that seems important is the amount of time one spends on 
executing a digital ethnography. A certain post can lead to other posts and those other posts 
to again other ones. The search then risks being endless. Of course, there are also posts that 
hardly leave any traces but in quite some cases we see that the network of trails that have to 
be followed are endless. In the context of the present module we therefore thought it 
reasonable to set e time limit to our digital expeditions. In order to get a reasonable first 
overview of the tracks of a case a time span of one day or eight hours seemed enough. We 
know that any search can take much longer but one has to remain practical, give the limited 
context of this module. In more academic studies one can go into any detail of a given post. In 
this module we want to guide de students in their first steps in digital ethnography and we refer 
them to more in-depth studies for further reading. The study of Varis (2014) is an interesting 
one. The website of Indeemo is also very helpful. The study Audiovisual and Digital Etnography. 
A Practical and Theoretical Guide of Grasseni and others (2021) contains practical tools.  
 
Taking these considerations into account, this unit and the two following ones treat the digital 
search of the three fake news cases treated in the preceding units. In all three cases one person 
spent eight hours on the analysis of the post. The present unit (8) goes into the trails of the 
post on Islamic State and Covid and the following units treat the Romanian post on pandemics 
and Bill Gates (unit 9) and the story of the Taxi driver in Cairo (unit 10). 
 
Islamic State and Covid 
Surfing on the Internet we spotted the picture (see illustration 14) with rulings of Islamic State 
of how to deal with Covid on the website of the Wilson Centre. 
 

https://www.tilburguniversity.edu/sites/default/files/download/TPCS_104_Varis_2.pdf
https://indeemo.com/about
https://www.routledge.com/Audiovisual-and-Digital-Ethnography-A-Practical-and-Theoretical-Guide/Grasseni-Barendregt-Maaker-Musso-Littlejohn-Maeckelbergh-Postma-Westmoreland/p/book/9780367676995
https://www.routledge.com/Audiovisual-and-Digital-Ethnography-A-Practical-and-Theoretical-Guide/Grasseni-Barendregt-Maaker-Musso-Littlejohn-Maeckelbergh-Postma-Westmoreland/p/book/9780367676995
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/about
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Illustration 14: Instructions from Islamic State on how to deal with epidemics 
 
The Wilson Centre presents itself as a reliable and well-established think tank: 
 
‘The Wilson Center, chartered by Congress in 1968 as the official memorial to President Woodrow Wilson, is the 
nation’s key non-partisan policy forum for tackling global issues through independent research and open dialogue 
to inform actionable ideas for the policy community. The Wilson Center brings fresh thinking and deep expertise 
to the most pressing policy challenges we face today. We convene scholars to create a global dialogue of ideas 
that Congress, the administration, and the international policy community can act on. In 2019, the Wilson Center 
was named the #1 regional studies think tank in the world’. On March 14, 2020, the Centre published an article 
with the following title: ‘What Islamists Are Doing and Saying in COVID-19 Crisis.’  

 

The author is Andrew Hanna who is introduced as follows: 

‘Andrew Hanna is a program specialist for Iran and North Africa at the U.S. Institute of Peace in the  Middle East & 
North Africa Center. He writes for “The Iran Primer” website which provides objective analysis on Iran’s politics, 
economy, military, foreign policy and nuclear program. He also contributes to “The Islamists” website which 
surveys the rise of Islamist groups in the wake of the Arab uprisings’.’ 

The short bio on him does not mention him being part of or being hired by the Wilson Centre. 
Most probably he wrote the article on request. We can label him as indeed an academic, in this 
case writing on Islamists and COVID-19. 

In his article he treats how Muslim governments, like the ones of Turkey and Saudi Arabia, 
Islamist parties like Hezbollah in Lebanon and militant groups like Islamic State deal with the 
pandemic, their views and their policies. 

 

The blog of Aymenn Jawad Al-Tamimi 

In the part treating with the rulings of Islamic State on the pandemic, Hanna refers in the first 
place to the blog of Aymenn Jawad Al-Tamimi, who is a very well informed blogger on what 
happens in the Middle East, Syria in particular, and on the extremist groups of al Qaeda and 

https://www.wilsoncenter.org/person/andrew-hanna
http://iranprimer.usip.org/
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/program/the-islamists
https://aymennjawad.org/
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Islamic State. Wikipedia observes that ‘He has been consulted as an expert by major media 
outlets including Al Jazeera, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Foreign Affairs, The 
Washington Post, and others’.  

In his March 12, 2020 blog Al-Tamimi treats the leaflet of Islamic State on pandemics and Covid. 
In this blog he provided a full translation of the leaflet.  In his March 19, 2020 blog he treats 
more in detail an editorial of Islamic State on pandemics. In this blog he states that this editorial 
was published in ‘this week's edition of the al-Naba' newsletter’. Al-Naba’ is the newsletter of 
Islamic State. It is basically a paper newsletter but the website of Jihadology contains all 
newsletters having appeared until now (September 2022, 356 newsletters). Al-Tamimi fails to 
mention the issue number of the blog, but indirectly he does mention a date when he writes 
‘this week’s edition’, this week being March 19 2020, which is in the Islamic calendar Rajab 24, 
1441. Al-Tamimi does not mention the Islamic date of appearance of the piece but in the 
picture of the piece we saw -in Arabic- that it concerns issue number 226 (one has to create an 
account on Jihadology in order to download the given issue). 

 

The articles of Nur Aziemah Azman 

Concerning the leaflet (illustration 14) we spotted it as well in an article by Nur Aziemah Azman 
(2021). Still, the author of that article does not mention a reference or link for the leaflet. She 
mentions as legenda under the leaflet: ‘Shar’ii Guidelines to Deal with Epidemics’, which seems 
to be an uncritical translation of the heading of the text on the leaflet which says in Arabic 
‘tahwjihat shar’iyya lil-ta’amul ma’a al’aw’iba’, or in English: ‘sharia rulings of how to deal with 
epidemics’. In her article she states that the given text comes from Islamic State but in the 
legenda she does not which we find reprehensible because when he writes that it is the ‘Shar’ii 
guidelines’ she gives the impression that these guidelines are mainstream Islamic which is not 
the case, as they come from Islamic State. In a related article of the same author she states that 
Islamic State’s al-Naba’ newsletter treats the issue of pandemics in its issues 220, 223 and 226 
giving the impression that the leaflet is also published in one of them which, after doing some 
research, showed itself not true. This is not a big mistake, but the question remains what the 
origin of the leaflet was. Here the trail ends for the moment. 

 

The YouTube video 

The leaflet is also treated in a YouTube video, taking 2;48 minutes. The video was uploaded 
‘two years ago’, so in September 2020. At the moment of viewing it, it had 168 likes, no dislikes 
and there were 102 comments. The video was uploaded by Crux, originating in India and which 
describes itself as follows: 

‘CRUX is your daily video news guide to the big events that are shaping our world. We track news, geopolitics, 
diplomacy and defence strategies and explain how they shape national policies. Crux makes sense of global 
developments and analyses their impact on daily lives’. 

Crux seems to be a mainstream information channel.  

Below follows a transcription of the text dealing with ISIS, with screen shots of the video, 
depicting the leaflet and Twitter comments. 

‘The threat from Covid-19 has even forced the most deadliest terrorist organization to take utmost precautions. 
Islamic terror outfit ISIS has issued an advisory to its members. The Isis advisory comes amid growing Covid-19 
cases in the Middle East. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aymenn_Jawad_Al-Tamimi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al_Jazeera
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_York_Times
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Wall_Street_Journal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_Affairs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Post
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Post
https://www.aymennjawad.org/2020/03/islamic-state-advice-on-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.aymennjawad.org/2020/03/islamic-state-editorial-on-the-coronavirus
https://jihadology.net/
https://jihadology.net/wp-content/uploads/_pda/2020/03/The-Islamic-State-al-Naba%CC%84%E2%80%99-Newsletter-226.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=-yoN5OAAAAAJ&citation_for_view=-yoN5OAAAAAJ:roLk4NBRz8UC
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26979990#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGqQx_HTI0E
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Iran is the worst hit country in the region with around 9000 people infected and over 354 deaths. Though ISIS has 
asked followers to maintain their faith in God they also gave practical advice to avoid catching Covid-19. 

ISIS has started to spread messages of awareness to prevent the spread of the disease among fellow terrorists. 

 

Illustration 15: Screenshot of leaflet connected to Tweet Rukmini Callimachi. 

The dreaded organization has also published an advisory on Covid-19 in its al-Naba newsletter. 

 

Illustration 16: Screenshot with leaflet 

The advisory includes tips like washing, hands covering ones mouth and also a travel ban. It also 
asks it followers including terrorists to not visit the land of the epidemic. Twitter has been 
marveling that even Isis has started taking the pandemic seriously’. 
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Illustrations 17 and 18: screenshots of Tweets of Dan Holley and SiddLively on leaflet ISIS 
 

The Twitter bio of Rukini Callimachi reads as follows: 

 

Rukmini Callimachi 

 

@rcallimachi 
 

https://twitter.com/rcallimachi
https://twitter.com/rcallimachi
https://twitter.com/rcallimachi
https://twitter.com/rcallimachi
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New York Times journalist currently on book leave. NBC analyst. Previously, 7 years 

covering ISIS & al-Qaeda, 7 years in Africa. Ex-AP bureau chief. Ex-refugee. 

 
Callimachi has more than 362,500 followers on Twitter and is a recognized expert in the field 
of Islamic terrorism. Her Tweeting on the leaflet surely effected the knowledge of experts and 
people interested in Islamic terrorism in the world, including the many politicians and fellow 
journalists that follow her, among her Charlie Winter, internationally known expert on Islamic 
terrorism. 

Checking on the account of Jeff Kagiri (@jeeffafa_) it turned out to be suspended, as was the 
case with the account of Dan Holley (@Antifascist_Vet). Dan Holley had been replying to 
Rukmini Callimachi’s Tweet on  the leaflet, mentioning as well @ajaltamimi who turned out to 
be unfindable as well. The account of SiddLiveley (@SiddLiveley) turned out to be suspended 
as well. The account of @MailOnline is the account of the British newspaper Daily Mail. 

The comments under the YouTube post were most of all quite mild, and some of them quite 
humorous, like the following ones: 

 

 
Lucifer Fallenangel 
2 years ago 

That's funny, infact they're the ones who doesn't have to care. They always cover their face no matter what! 
 

Britten Hurst 
2 years ago 

Lady corona is doing God's work. 
 

zorohibiki 
2 years ago 

isis is giving better health advice about the coronavirus than the president of usa... im laughing and crying at the 
same time 
 
FALLOUT 
2 years ago 

Whatever happened to allah protecting them? 
 

 
Gerald Teo 
2 years ago 

Maybe god had enough with the isis 
 

abirfahim3270 fahin 
2 years ago (edited) 

I hope they get the virus. 
 

We also did a search in Arabic language websites for the leaflet, but we could not find any link. 
Also a search for the leaflet with Google lens produced no results. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_cZkRt1CFFO70hHtrpVd3Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGqQx_HTI0E&lc=UgzaOWZJfJH8e7xZKnh4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPM2DNAQLu6TWgdIIlodkdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGqQx_HTI0E&lc=Ugy7tWBOOzxUkSElisl4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo2S9t6tGF0QhzFROpiGyyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGqQx_HTI0E&lc=UgxuOounp9yVokiEk914AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChDgrZjnSYnRq93d3FEErxg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGqQx_HTI0E&lc=UgxkOUId7VNZ1LMBR3J4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7DHP_6Ii-BajcTOwbhtANw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGqQx_HTI0E&lc=UgwqlOA7DTHfw1JiXPl4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcVOD-o4fZGjG7qXVGr8oBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGqQx_HTI0E&lc=UgxO5VpNu5gD4Rszxfp4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_cZkRt1CFFO70hHtrpVd3Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7DHP_6Ii-BajcTOwbhtANw
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Conclusion 

Above we have seen that based on Wardle and Derekhshan several questions can be asked 
when it comes to the analysis of fake news. These questions have been treated in units 4-6. In 
what follows we try to formulate answers to the diverse questions on the condition that they 
are relevant. 

When it comes to the post itself, three phases were distinguished: 

1 Creation. The message is created; 
2 Production. The message is turned into a media product; 
3 Distribution. The message is distributed or made public. 
 
We can be brief on this point. The analysis above shows what trajectory the leaflet has followed; 
still, we did not succeed in establishing when and in particular where it was posted. 
 
The following questions can be asked about the agents of the post: 
 

• (1) What kind of agent is involved?  

• The agent is Islamic State. That is for sure. 

• (2) How organized are the agents?  

• Islamic State is in general well established. 

• (3) What is the motivation of the agents?  

• We know that IS has its own particular view on Islam and the world and that that 
motivates the organization to spread its message, by force as we know, but also online. 

• (4) What audience are agents trying to reach?  

• It seems that IS mainly focuses on its own public and ‘Muslims’ in the world in general 
and not or hardly on non Muslims 

• (5) Does the agent use automated technology?  

• IS surely makes use of automated technology but its an-Naba’ newsletter appears on 
paper only. 

• (6) Is it the agent's intention to deliberately mislead?  

• When it comes to blaming ‘the unbelievers’ or ‘the Chinese’ of the Covid-19 pandemic 
it is indeed a deliberate intention of IS to mislead. 

• (7) Is it the agent's intention to intentionally cause harm?  

• The leaflet does harm as well as it points its finger at the unbelievers as the cause of the 
pandemic thus inciting hatred against them. 

 
The following questions can be asked about the message of fake news items: 
 

• (1) How durable is the message?  

• The message appeared in March 2020 and generated only in the weeks after it 
appeared reactions. The durability was for that matter limited. 

• (2) How accurate is the message?  

• The message was in that sense accurate as it gave advises on how to deal with Covid-
19 that are globally accepted like washing ones hands. Blaming the Chinese as cause of 
the pandemic was not accurate at all.  
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• (3) Does the message violate the law or not?  

• This is difficult to tell as it is unclear what law has to be applied. But inciting hatred and 
blaming without argument are acts that are according to virtually all laws in the world 
forbidden. 

• (4) Does the message pretend to speak on behalf of a group or organization that the 
creators of the message are not affiliated with?  

• That seems not to be the case. 

• (5) What is the hidden message of the news item?  

• There is no hidden message as Islamic State is always very clear in what it wants to 
express. 

 

Wardle & Derkhshan distinguish three kinds of interpreters: 

• (1) They accept the message as it is, that's what we call the strategy of hegemony;  

• (2) They accept parts of the message and not others, that's what we call negotiation 
strategy; 

• (3) They reject the message. We call this the opposition strategy. 
 
In what we have seen we see that the message is hardly or not accepted but this is not a fair 
judgement as we can assume that the followers of IS and related Islamic terrorist organizations 
would react favorably to the contents of the leaflet and thinkably many ordinary Muslims 
maybe as well. More research is necessary to go into this point. 
 
We have been able to trace the leaflet, but not its origin and we found places on the Internet 
where it was mentioned and commented on. We see that the post had a limited reach and that 
the contents of the comments of Islamic State on Covid do not really surprise. Islamic State is 
known for blaming virtually all disasters that hit the world on the unbelievers. Covid-19 does 
not form an exception to that rule. Still, with this post Islamic State reinforced the hatred 
against non-Muslims, and for that matter it is a worrying post. What strikes is that we have 
noticed is that looking for the key words ‘Islamic State’ and Covid-19 in Arabic, we did not find 
further traces of the leaflet in Arabic language sites.  
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Unit 9 Bill Gates and the pandemic 
 

The Website 
Ortodoxinfo.ro is a website that propagates news based on the principle of the orthodox church 
in Romania. According to webrate.org Ortodoxinfo.ro has a traffic volume of 2.712 visitors daily 
and almost 6 thousand pageviews. Most of the visitors are from Romania (97.9%) and 2.1% 
worldwide. On the website, you can find tabs for the following subjects: Orthodoxy (several 
versions of the bible), Anti-System (subcategories: BigBrother, lascivious and vaccine), 
Ecumenism, lascivious, Third World War, and other news. The website is full of advertisements. 
 

The Article 

 
Illustration 19: Website screenshot OrtodoxINFO.ro 

 
The article under the title “Bill Gates mai pregătește o pandemie globală: „Va fi un alt agent 
patogen data viitoare”” (translation: Bill Gates prepares another global pandemic: "It will be a 
different pathogen next time") was posted on 22nd February 2022. It has 5 comments and 
76,804 likes to the present date.  

 
 

 
Illustration 20: Date of the publication of the article, 5 comments and 76.804 

reactions, likes. 
 
The article was originally translated by Karen Smith, whose profile cannot be found under the 
link provided by the website, from the Spanish website “Alerta Digital”, in this article we can 
see 14 comments. It was posted on February 21, 2022.  

https://webrate.org/index.php/site/ortodoxinfo.ro/
https://ortodoxinfo.ro/2022/02/22/bill-gates-mai-pregateste-o-noua-pandemie-globala-va-fi-un-alt-agent-patogen-data-viitoare/
https://karensmithdotblog.wordpress.com/2022/02/22/bill-gates-avertizeaza-ca-urmeaza-o-noua-pandemie-globala-va-fi-un-alt-agent-patogen-data-viitoare/
https://www.alertadigital.com/2022/02/21/bill-gates-advierte-que-se-avecina-una-nueva-pandemia-mundial-sera-un-patogeno-diferente-la-proxima-vez/
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Illustration 21: Karen Smith’s profile on wordPress.com was archived or suspended.  
 

This article provides a misinterpretation of what Bill Gates said during the annual Munich 
Security Conference. It infers that Bill Gates is preparing a new pathogen for the next pandemic. 
It presents a sensationalist perspective, where the Australian measures taken during the 
pandemic were a “totalitarian hell”. Australia kept the number of infections low compared to 
the other rich countries. The end of the article has a conspiratory tone related to what Bill Gates 
said about people that do not want to use face masks. Those who wrote this article do not 
believe in the protection provided by it. 
 
Shares on Social Media 
It was not possible to research the users that shared this article on social media, such as Twitter, 
Facebook and others. If we click on the social media’s logo to check who had shared the article, 
it will be shared on your account. 
 
Comments on Alerta Digital 
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Illustration 22: Website screenshot Alerta Digital 

 
There are 14 comments on this webpage. The comments are written under a digital name yet 
further information about those people cannot be found. The names are generic. Comments 
are not science-based. Most of them are defamation of Bill Gates and are religious related.  The 
comment under the name ‘Maria’ indicates conspiracy theory. She claims that the World 
Health Organization is a criminal organization. There is only one comment that agrees with Bill 
Gates. It is a question under the name ‘cies’ : ‘Mas razón que un santo, en Australia no llegan a 
los 5.000 muertos por covid, que preferimos mas libertad y 935.000 muertos como en USA?’, 
translation: ‘He is more correct than a saint, in Australia there were not even 5.000 deaths by 
covid, but we prefer freedom and 935.000 deaths in the USA’? 
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Illustration 23: Screenshot comments under the article on the Spanish Website 
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Comments on OrthodoxINFO.ro 

 
 

Illustration 24: Screenshot of first comments on the Romanian website 
 
There are only five comments under this article. The users that commented follow the same 
pattern as those who commented on Alerta Digital, digital name, and no further information. 
People commenting assume that Bill Gates will create another virus. One of the comments 
under the user ‘Vlad, the Impaler’ claims that Bill Gates is threatening the public with the new 
virus. This comment has three other responses, religious-oriented. The first one by ‘Pepe’ 
claims that the Satanists do not have much more time left, the deadline for them is “2030, or 
2050, etc.” The second comment made by ‘GABRIEL’ states that this pandemic was a warm-up, 
the real pandemic is coming. The third comment was made under the name ‘Dr. Badass’ is also 
conspiracy theory based. Dr. Badass’ claims: ‘But the next 10 years are the most interesting. 
There are 2 variants, the cruelest is that all the stung (i.e. infected people) will die in the next 
5-10 years, which leads to a major economic crisis all over the world and the collapse of 
essential services (internet, electricity, gas, water, hospitals) because there is no more staff 
(enough or even lack thereof) to deal with operation and maintenance’ (translated).  
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Illustration 25: Screenshot Dr. Badass’ comment 
 

The last comment made under the name of ‘Mircea Serban’ is a copy-paste of the case paper 
about Boris Johnson, it addressed the issue of crimes committed against people. 

 
 

Conclusion 
The following questions can be asked about the agents of the post: 

 
(1) What kind of agent is involved? 
The agent involved was the Orthodox church, specifically in Romania in this case, although we 
can notice that what Bill Gates said was shared (and misinterpreted) in other conspiracy 
websites. 
 
(2) How organized are the agents? 
Conspiracy websites think alike. Part of what someone said is used in different contexts to have 
a different meaning. 
 
(3) What is the motivation of the agents? 
The motivation of the agents is to strengthen conspiracy theories. In this case, Bill Gates, 
himself, is preparing another pandemic. 
 
(4) What audience are agents trying to reach? 
It tries to reach mostly people who already have affinities with the conspiracy theories. 

https://www.commonlawcourt.com/list/content/statutory-cases
https://www.commonlawcourt.com/list/content/statutory-cases
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(5) Does the agent use automated technology? 
It does. 
 
(6) Is it the agent’s intention to deliberately mislead? 
Yes. The article is not based on anything else than beliefs and half information. 
 
(7) Is it the agent’s intention to intentionally cause harm? 
Yes, the agent intentionally tried to perpetuate a villain, or someone who can be blamed for 
the present pandemic and following ones. 

 
The following questions can be asked about the message of fake news items: 
(1) How durable is the message? 
The message is pretty durable, since it’s about the next pandemic, the conspiracy theory 
around it being produced by Bill Gates 
. 
(2) How accurate is the message? 
The message is not accurate and not based on fact or science, it is a misinterpretation of Bill 
Gates discourse. 
 
(3) Does the message violate the law or not? 
It does not violate the law. 
 
(4) Does the message pretend to speak on behalf of a group or organization that the creators 
of the message are not affiliated with? 
We could say that the message pretends to speak on behalf of the ideologies of the orthodox 
church in Romania, mostly these institutions are allied to conspiracy theories. 
 
(5) What is the hidden message of the news item? 
It was not possible to formulate an answer to this question. 
 
Interpreters 
There are three ways the message can be interpreted (see also above): 
 
(1) They accept the message as it is, that’s what we call the strategy of hegemony; 
(2) They accept parts of the message and not others, that’s what we call negotiation strategy; 
(3) They reject the message. We call this the opposition strategy. 

 
We see that the message is accepted as it is by the audience. The comments fully agreed with 
the news and helped paint a bad image of Bill Gates. This news came from a speech that Bill 
Gates gave during the annual Munich Security Conference. His words were completely 
misinterpreted and made it mean something else. The writer took the word ‘produce’ and 
related it to the conspiracy theory that he is actually producing the pathogen. The comments 
are very close to a hate speech not based on real facts, when based on something, it is also 
another conspiracy theory. 
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Unit 10: Asian man in Cairo kicked out of taxi 
 
 
In March 2020 a person of Asian descent was kicked out of a taxi in the middle of chaotic 
Cairean traffic as he was coughing and the driver feared Corona transmission. The maker of the 
footage heard people shouting ‘Corona. Corona’ and ‘kick him out’. The incident took place at 
the beginning of the worldwide spread of the Corona virus.  
 

 
 

Illustration 26: Taxi incident in Cairo 
 
The case roused lots of criticism in Egypt and high officials posted public apologies. Still, it was 
a representative of these same officials, Egyptian Health Minister Hala Zayed who, a bit earlier 
in mid-February, declared that the virus will not strike Egypt because ‘it lives in China, not 
Egypt’. In an article on the website Washingtoninstitute.org analyzing the first stages of Corona 
in Egypt, journalist Mohammed Abdelaziz mentions the initial denials of Egyptian officials 
concerning the entrance of Corona into their country or downplaying the danger of it. It should 
therefore not come as a surprise that, undoubtedly influenced by media in Egypt, the driver 
kicked the Asian client out of his taxi. The fact that officials apologized for the incident will also 
have been inspired by the fact that the case became world widely public. 
 
The tweets of the Health Minister express a denial of the presence and effects of the Corona 
virus in Egypt, indicating that it is a Chinese issue and not an Egyptian one. With her Tweets the 
Health Minister, consciously or not, told the Egyptian public that Corona is a Chinese affair and 

https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/coronavirus-egypt-detains-taxi-driver-who-bullied-chinese-tourist
https://www.arab48.com/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/2020/02/17/%D9%86%D8%A8%D8%B6_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D8%A8%D9%83%D8%A9-%D8%B3%D8%AE%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%85%D9%86-%D9%88%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B5%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A8%D8%B3%D8%A8%D8%A8-%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7
https://www.arab48.com/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/2020/02/17/%D9%86%D8%A8%D8%B6_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D8%A8%D9%83%D8%A9-%D8%B3%D8%AE%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%85%D9%86-%D9%88%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B5%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A8%D8%B3%D8%A8%D8%A8-%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/egyptian-response-coronavirus-denial-and-conspiracy
https://www.arab48.com/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A7/2020/02/17/%D9%86%D8%A8%D8%B6_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D8%A8%D9%83%D8%A9-%D8%B3%D8%AE%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%85%D9%86-%D9%88%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B5%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A8%D8%B3%D8%A8%D8%A8-%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7
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that therefore the Chinese are its bearers and as such a potential danger to public health in 
Egypt. In Egypt media are very much state dependent and taxi and Uber drivers, mostly 
belonging to the lower socio-economic classes, follow state media only. 
 
Digital ethnography of the article 
On the 8th of March the incident is an item on ‘Al Hadath’ an Arab news television channel 
focusing on Arabic political events. A clip of the item can be found on YouTube. The discourse 
is in Arabic. Underneath the video it states that ‘Al Hadath’ is partially or fully funded by the 
Saudi-Arabian government.  
 

 
 

Illustration 27: screen shot of Al Hadath 
 
The video has been watched 47.797 times and shared 218 times. The comment section is 
turned off. A day later on the 9th of March an article published on Identity Magazine discusses 
if we are too paranoia over the coronavirus. This article was also published on Facebook. The 
post received one thousand emoji reactions, had been shared 723 times and has 120 
comments. Although most comments are in favor of the taxi driver and are condemning the 
action, some argue how this has less to do with the culture and morals and more about the 
media/government and the overexaggerating of the coronavirus.  
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flvStxd_v_8
https://identity-mag.com/asian-guy-bullied-in-egypt-are-we-losing-our-humanity-over-coronavirus-paranoia/
https://www.facebook.com/IdentityMagEG/posts/what-happened-is-unacceptable-by-all-means-this-one-video-proves-what-ignorance-/3107927749269194/?locale=ne_NP&paipv=0&eav=Afa0DmQN1EnY7xyGaDrwkJFbJO6ZMQH4rTwH9M5PsKHM5Ew6hNH6kt-Hrvu7vngcMZo&_rdr
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Illustration 28: comments on the post 
 
On the 10th of March in 2020 an article with the headline ‘‘Racist’: Outrage after Egyptian driver 
kicks out Asian passenger over corona panic.” The article is published on Middle East Eye. A 
digital news organization located in the Middle East. According to the official website their 
reporters are encouraged to read between the lines and not follow the official narratives. The 
article is quite short with limited text and mainly focuses on the video of the passenger being 
kicked out. The article has been shared over 315 times, which platform isn’t clear as there are 
six different buttons of how to share. There are no comments available under the article.  
 
Clicking on the video you are redirected to the official YouTube page of Middle East Eye. The 
video has been watched 9.535 times, liked 71 times, and 183 comments. The main message of 
the comments are Egyptian people expressing apologies to the Asian man and condemning the 
actions of the Egyptian driver. There are a few comments saying “it is good to keep social 
distancing from people” but not a lot of comments are standing up for the driver. One of the 
comments states his tweets keep disappearing. Yet if this is true or not cannot be followed up 
on. There are no further video’s on YouTube about this subject.  
 

 
Illustration 29: another comment on the post 

 

On the 11th of March two more articles appeared on ‘Egypt Today’ and ‘The New Arab’. The 
first article mentioned how the original video was posted as Facebook post on one of the men 
Facebook. This post was deleted after the backlash the video received. On Twitter the Arabic 
hashtags ‘together against coronavirus’ and ‘no to racism’ were trending during this time.    
When searching the topic on Facebook no results are found. On Twitter only three tweets are 
found, all a direct shared tweet from the video on YouTube.  
 
On the 12th of March ‘Middle East Eye’ published a follow up article on their website 
“Coronavirus: Egypt detains taxi driver who 'bullied' Chinese tourist”. The article showed the 
video again. Again there are no comments underneath the article. The article has been shared 
540 times. There are no references with links to the previous published article, just an 
explanation of the incident. The second article published on the 12th is from ‘Gulf News’. 
Another news website. In the article it stated that some celebrities have denounced the 
incident. One of them is Ahmed Al Saqqa. Yet the post cannot be found on Twitter anymore.  
 

/‘Racist’/%20Outrage%20after%20Egyptian%20driver%20kicks%20out%20Asian%20passenger%20over%20corona%20panic
/‘Racist’/%20Outrage%20after%20Egyptian%20driver%20kicks%20out%20Asian%20passenger%20over%20corona%20panic
https://www.egypttoday.com/Article/1/82524/One-of-3-men-who-bullied-Chinese-person-as-corona
https://english.alaraby.co.uk/news/egyptian-police-hunt-bullies-who-tormented-chinese-tourist
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/coronavirus-egypt-detains-taxi-driver-who-bullied-chinese-tourist
https://gulfnews.com/world/mena/driver-jailed-for-dumping-chinese-man-on-highway-over-virus-fears-in-egypt-1.1584007723426
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Almost the same content was published on Ahramonline and YahooNews Australia. And 
‘Egypt Today’ as well published a follow-up article about the incident.  
 
Conclusion 
Digital ethnography is a challenging piece of work and it in fact never ends. That is what we can 
conclude after the digital analysis of this and the two preceding cases. Still, we found lots of 
information on the three cases and answers to many of the questions and we gained insight in 
how fake news works, which is exactly the intention and purpose of this module. In the 
following two modules teachers, students and all interested persons are stimulated to work on 
a higher and more independent level on what fake news is and how to interpret it. For the e-
module ‘Developing intercultural competence through the analysis of Fake News on migrants 
and minorities’ click here and for e-module ‘From detecting to using Fake News as pedagogical 
tools in educational settings: focusing on the development of intercultural competence’ click 
here. 
 
 

https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/1/64/365215/Egypt/Politics-/Two-Egyptians-detained-for-bullying-Chinese-man-ov.aspx
https://au.news.yahoo.com/taxi-driver-jailed-for-dumping-passenger-over-coronavirus-fears-074231632.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLm5sLw&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAABQsSUzDtEN60IfVC6ss_GVgPoEsL-9lisda6tM3r9FyMnyiDqdCu3L4ptXzn6ioRM6Y3MKqm_q44wtfIqnbIM5rhnh6D-RcULucvUR5qv_XUpgDBervKNX6jyHuB4u_lgeRYQkRv2fSNEFi9j-ot4A-X5DyHb3ok9O4G2L-1Jiy
https://www.egypttoday.com/Article/1/82550/Bullying-of-Chinese-engineer-in-Egypt-is-an-individual-case
https://criamagin.com/commited/module-1/
https://criamagin.com/commited/module-2/
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